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Abstract

A novel and straightforward approach for analysis of whispering gallery-mode micro cavity sensing is presented using the finite difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The FDTD simulation shows that eigenmodes of sensing objects (SOs) at the micro-scale can be detected as SO signatures, and therefore provide more accurate and robust information on the objects. Thus, detecting eigenmodes as signatures of SOs with WGM microcavities affords a novel biosensing approach based on object recognition. The FDTD simulation not only describes the circulation of the light in a whispering gallery- mode (WGM) microring and multiple interactions between the light and the sensing object, but also other important parameters of the sensing system, such as scattering and radiation losses.
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Introduction

Recently, there has been great progress in the field of biosensors with tremendous sensitivity down to single molecules or single particles of micron- or even nanometer scales [1-11]; these biosensors are capable of detecting the presence of harmful agents, including public health hazards and biowarfare agents. These agents can be microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria etc. or simply metallic particles at the nano and micro-scales. Progress in biosensing therefore relies on advances in molecular and small-scale particle recognition, nanoscience, nanotechnology, and photonics technology. It has been demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally that a key enhancement mechanism responsible for this high sensitivity is the use of whispering gallery modes (WGM) in optical micro-cavities such as microrings, microspheres and microdisks. In such resonators, WGM resonance results in multiple interactions between the guided, re-circulating light and the sensing objects (SO). In such miniature sensors, which usually include a micro-cavity coupled to a waveguide (tapered fiber; for example), a single-shot measurement to detect SOs is feasible. A light beam is launched from a remote location, propagates in the waveguide, and then couples to the micro-cavity and thereby to the SO (molecules or particles), adjacent to the cavity. Due to WGM resonances, the light undergoes recirculation in the cavity, and as a result, the light field interacts with the sensing object multiple times, which can yield detailed information about the SO in the output transmission spectrum. The combination of low-loss confinement of the light in the WGM cavity and light recirculation can provide sensitivity down to single molecule scales. In 2002, Vollmer et al. [2], experimentally demonstrated sensitivity enhancement using a silica microsphere with a radius ~ 100 µm. However, even with this enhanced sensitivity the resulting shift in the resonant wavelength induced by a single molecule was very difficult to detect. Since then, progress has been made both experimentally and theoretically to reach a sensitivity level that is high enough to enable detection of a single molecule or a nanoparticle with R ~ 30 nm [1-4]. In 2008, using a silica micro-toroid instead of a microsphere, scientists achieved extremely high sensitivity resulting in detection of an individual IL-2 protein molecule [3]. In 2010, nanoparticles with sizes down to 30 nm were detected and analyzed using the mode splitting effect [4]. Recently, Dantham et al. [5] has reported the label-free detection and sizing by a microcavity of the smallest individual RNA virus, MS2, using a single dipole stimulated plasmonics-nanoshell as wavelength shift enhancer.

So far, most theoretical analysis and calculations [1–4] of WGM microsensors have been based on coupled mode theory (CMT), which is straightforward and fast, but based on approximations for simple ideal structures which may not directly apply for real systems. Usually, a simplified theoretical analysis gives the shift of the WGM wavelength, assuming that there is a change of the optical path in the cavity when it couples with a sensing object, where the change of the optical path depends on the refractive index and the size of the sensing object. However, as pointed out in [4], the shift is very small and susceptible to noise: intensity and frequency noise of the laser, thermal noise, detector noise and environmental disturbances. The shift also depends on the strength of the coupling between the object and the microring WGM. As a result a small particle with large coupling to the WGM can result in the same shift as a larger object with smaller overlap. Moreover, during measurements, the position of a small object (micro- or sub-micrometer) could change due to the presence of any disturbance, and the coupling between the object and the micro-cavity, and therefore the optical-path induced by the object are not stable. As a result, the shifts of resonant modes can be very difficult to detect. Furthermore, these analytical approaches fail to encompass many significant and complex factors, such as the actual shape and eigenmodes of the SO, determining the radiation losses of the light field in the tapered fiber and in the microcavity, as well as the scattering loss in the system. All of these factors can be addressed through FDTD simulation as presented in this paper. It is worth stressing that it is very difficult to use CMT to describe the effect of multiple interactions between the light field and the SO. More importantly, FDTD can yield the resonant modes of the sensing object, which are easier to observe than the small resonance shift.
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wavelength shift predicted by CMT. As will be presented in this paper, the eigenmodes truly are signatures of the sensing objects that can be detected in the sensing spectra. Therefore, detecting the eigenmodes of sensing objects with WGM micro-cavities provides very accurate, fast and sensitive biosensing, thus opening a novel and straightforward approach for microcavity sensor analysis. The observation of the eigenmodes of the SO has several important implications: (i) it is easy to detect the eigenmodes of the SO by observing the transmission from the cavity, (ii) once the eigenmodes are detected, it is easy to determine the size and index of the SO, and (iii) the SO eigenmodes wavelengths do not depend on the coupling strength between the WGM resonator and the SO which is an important parameter in CMT, but is difficult to determine and control in experiment, and (iv) the eigenmodes are almost immune to experimental noise sources, since it is the location of the modes that is the most important, not their strength, which can be easily perturbed.

In this paper we present a finite-difference time domain (FDTD) simulation of microring-based sensing. Single-shot sensing of label-free, single- and multi-object sensors using microrings is simulated. Our simulation results show that the eigenmodes of SOs that are adjacent to the microring can be detected in the transmission of the microring sensor. Moreover, the results show that in the case of sensing multiple objects, different eigenmodes of different SOs can be discriminated in the transmission spectrum. The results also show that although the shifts of the resonant modes of the cavity can be changed depending on the coupling strength and number of SOs, the eigenmodes themselves are not altered. In other words, the eigenmodes are truly signatures of the sensing objects. Generally speaking, our proposed approach and others in the related literature are all based on the same enhancement mechanism, that is, the use of the whispering gallery modes (WGM) in optical micro-cavities. Therefore, the theoretical limit of sensitivity should be common among these different methods. However, the actual difference could be significant in practice and real-device applications.

A broad bandwidth pulse first propagates in a tapered fiber, couples to a resonant microring and then to single or multiple SO(s) adjacent to the ring. The results of FDTD simulation show resonant propagation in a WGM microring, multiple interactions between the recirculating light and the SOs, and resonant light inside the SOs. The transmission of the microring without sensing objects (reference) is compared to that with sensing objects present having different size and refractive indices. The FDTD simulation method is not only suitable for perfectly round objects (disk, spherical particles and molecules), but can also be extended to the problem of irregularly shaped objects as well. The paper is organized as follows: a general description of the system and the simulation method is presented in general description, simulation results including animations of sensing will be presented in the Detect Eigenmodes as Signatures of Sensing Objects, and finally discussions of the advantages and disadvantages of the FDTD method for modeling WGM sensing will be presented in the Conclusion.

General Description

Let us consider a typical microring sensor in which a waveguide (tapered fiber) couples to a resonant microring adjacent to one or multiple sensing objects (SOs) as shown in Figure 1. The results shown in Figure 1 represents a generalized example, in which the FDTD simulation yields the input field at point #1, the field inside the cavity at point #2 and the output field at point #3 in the time domain (TD) and frequency domain (FD). Later, in the Detect Eigenmodes as Signatures of Sensing Objects we will show the spectrum for each case under consideration, and discuss in detail the results. As shown in Figure 1, a femtosecond pulse with a cosine modulated Gaussian waveform is launched from the left into the waveguide, the input field \(E_{in}(t)\) (green) in TD is measured at Port #1. Figure 1 also shows as an example the typical simulation results for the light field inside the microring (measured at Position 2 in Figure 1) \(E_{2}(t)\) (red), and the output field measured at Port 3 \(E_{out}(t)\) (blue). The input intensity, the relative intensity inside the cavity, and the transmission are defined as \(I_{in}(t) = \left| E_{in}(t) \right|^2\), \(I_{2}(t) = \left| E_{2}(t) \right|^2\), and \(T(t) = \left| E_{out}(t) \right|^2 / \left| E_{in}(t) \right|^2\), respectively, in the frequency domain (not shown here). We will calculate and present the spectrum of \(I_{2}\) and \(T\) for each case under consideration in the following sections. Here \(E_{in}(t)\) is the electric field in the time domain at point j, and the \(E_{2}(t)\) are the Fourier transforms in the frequency domain. Note that, the relative light intensity inside the cavity can be used to represent the resonant modes in the microring, meanwhile the relative intensity at Port 3 is the transmission of the microring sensor. Once the light beam is coupled to the microring its components having frequencies that are close to WGM resonances of the cavity will be re-circulated multiple times depending on the quality of the cavity \(Q\). As a result, the resonant light can interact with the sensing object multiple times, instead of only one interaction possible in a simple optical waveguide sensor [1-3]. By monitoring the WGM optical resonances excited in the microcavity and/or the eigenmodes of the sensing object, label-free, single- or multi-object sensing can be achieved with a single laser shot as described below in our FDTD simulation. As described in our previous work [12] our FDTD code allows us to simulate the microring sensor with a high degree of flexibility, from designing a waveguide with minimum reflection, to extracting information from inside microring and the sensing object as well.

With the configuration of the microring sensor described as in Figure 1, we are now able to numerically investigate the problem of WGM sensing using the FDTD method. We simulate wideband pulse propagation in a waveguide coupled to a microring adjacent to SOs. As examples, we show in Figure 2 light intensity in the whole sensing system in several cases.

Figure 2 shows the light intensity in different cases: (a) light frequency resonant with one WGM resonance of the cavity without a sensing object; (b) light frequency is not resonant with the SO adjacent to the microring; (c) light frequency is resonant with one SO, but is not resonant with the other SO; and (d) light frequency is resonant with both two SOs.
In linear optics was first demonstrated for the directional coupler [16]. It is worth noting that FDTD method has been extensively applied to simulate and analyze WGM of isolated microdisks [13,14], microdisks. Since then, the perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition (ABC) was introduced [17,18], providing the means to terminate the calculated grid space with extremely low reflection.

In our previous paper [12], we have generally described the FDTD simulation method for a typical label-free single-SO microring sensor. We extend the method to consider multiple sensing objects in this paper. Let us briefly describe in general the FDTD simulation method for the microring sensing problem. We consider a two-dimensional (2D) problem where the z-directed electric field is normal to the x-y plane of the grid. We employ the PML ABC in our simulation of the light propagation in the waveguide microring-SO system. It is worthwhile to stress here that accurate FDTD simulations in resonant cavities in general, and especially in WGM cavities have several challenges:

(i) the computation time required for accurate simulation of light recirculation in WGM cavities is much longer than that required for typical scattering or propagation problems, and (ii) even if the reflection due to the numerical boundary conditions is very small within PML ABC, its effects can adversely affect the simulation results. This is especially the case when the light is reflected at the end of the waveguide, counter-propagates, and then couples back to the microring, where it undergoes recirculation in the cavity. To avoid boundary reflection during light recirculation in the microring, we introduce a long waveguide around the sensing area, which includes the microring and the SO as described in detail in our previous work (see e.g. Figure 2 in Ref [12]).

The goal is to make light that has passed the microring keep propagating or be trapped so as to avoid reflection in the waveguide. The optimization challenge in this simulation is to design an extended waveguide that can keep light propagating or get trapped as long as possible, while at the same time minimizing the computational space needed.

### Detect Eigenmodes as Signatures of Sensing Objects

In this section, we will present in detail the simulation results of microring sensing with different sensing objects. First, let us consider the simple cases in which the microring is adjacent to a single object with and without eigenmodes in the spectrum of the light pulse. The simulation results shown in Figure 3 are the light intensity (left) and spectrum (right) of a microring sensor (R=10 µm, d=1 µm, n=1.46) without a sensing object (first row), and with a single SO (second and third rows).

In each row, the figures on the left are the light intensity at one specific frequency in the sensing system including the microring and SO, and the figures on the right are spectra of normalized intensity inside the cavity I (showing resonant modes) and the transmission T. In the case without the SO (1st row), the light intensity is strongly resonant inside the cavity, as its frequency f=191 THz is resonant with one cavity mode that is shown in the spectrum. The second row is for the case with a single SO, r=1 µm and n=2.0. The light with f=192 THz is also resonant in the cavity as shown in the spectrum to the right. Note that, in this case, the SO has no eigenmode close to the light frequency and the SO simply increases the optical path of the light. In this case, the SO has no eigenmode close to the light frequency (see e.g. Figure 2 in Ref [12]).

As presented below, FDTD simulation can also yield the shifts of the resonant modes that are estimated through other simplified modeling analyses [1-4]. More importantly, FDTD simulation can extract the resonant modes of the sensing object, which are in fact easier to detect than the small wavelength shift of the microring modes.

Since then, the perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition (ABC) was introduced [17,18], providing the means to terminate the calculated grid space with extremely low reflection.

The optimization challenge in this simulation is to design an extended waveguide that can keep light propagating or get trapped as long as possible, while at the same time minimizing the computational space needed.

### Details of the results in Figure 2 including parameters of the SOs will be presented later with full spectra of resonant modes and transmission for each case. It is important to point out here that there are significant differences between those cases in which the light frequency is non-resonant (Figure 2(b) and 2(c)) and resonant with eigenmodes of the sensing objects (Figure 2(c) and 2(d)). As shown below, the case in Figure 2(b) is that in which the SO has no eigenmode that is resonant with the light. In this case, the SO simply increases the optical pathlength of the light when it circulates in the microring. As a result, the WGM resonances of the cavity are shifted accordingly from the increased optical path due to the effect of the SO. In contrast, Figure 2(c) shows the case with two different SOs, with the light frequency resonant with an eigenmode of only one SO. Now, the light intensity is high inside the resonant SO, and is much weaker in the other SO. Furthermore, Figure 2(d) shows the light intensity in the case with two identical SOs having eigenmodes resonant with the light. Note that, in this case the light frequency is detuned significantly from a resonant mode of the cavity as the light intensity is weak in the cavity, and the transmission is also very low. It is clear from Figure 2(c) and 2(b) that if the light frequency is resonant with the SOs, lower transmission is observed. In other words, the eigenmodes provide signatures of the sensing objects in the transmission. To prove this point, we will present detailed results of all those cases in the Detect Eigenmodes as Signatures of Sensing Objects.

It is worthwhile to stress here that the FDTD method has several features that are advantageous for simulation of such systems as described above. The FDTD method can completely describe light recirculation in the WGM cavity and the multiple interactions between the light and the SO. This feature is very unique to WGM sensing, and is almost impossible to describe accurately by other simplified modeling methods. As presented below, FDTD simulation can also yield the shifts of the resonant modes that are estimated through other simplified modeling analyses [1-4]. More importantly, FDTD simulation can extract the resonant modes of the sensing object, which are in fact easier to detect than the small wavelength shift of the microring modes.

Figure 2: FDTD simulation of light field in the whole sensing system: (a) light frequency resonant in the cavity without sensing object; (b) cavity with a single SO having no eigenmode resonant with the light; (c) cavity with two SOs, one SO has eigenmode and the other has no eigenmode resonant with the light, and (d) cavity with two SOs having eigenmodes resonant with the incident light.
Let’s now present in detail the simulation results for each case corresponding to Figure 3 above. First, we consider the system in Figure 5(a) that includes a microring and two identical SOs with \( r=1 \) \( \mu m \) and \( n=2.0 \). Note that, the SOs are intentionally chosen to have no eigenmodes within the pulse spectrum from 186 to 197 THz used in the simulation. Figure 6 below shows the transmission \( T \) and the resonant modes (normalized intensity inside the cavity, \( I_2 \)) of the microring with the two SOs compared to the microring without SOs.

Clearly, Figure 6 shows the shifts of the resonant modes of the microring adjacent to the SOs that have no eigenmode in the whole frequency spectrum of the light pulse. Note that, because of scattering due to SOs the mode strength in the system with two SOs is much weaker than that for the cavity without SOs (see. e.g. blue and red curves, respectively in lower spectrum figure). It is also clear that in this case as the SOs have no eigenmodes there is no new mode observed in either transmission (upper spectra) or internally (lower spectra) in comparison with the microring without SOs.

We now investigate numerically the systems in which the SOs has eigenmodes that are resonant with light frequencies within the bandwidth of the light pulse. As stated in the introduction, our simulation results will show that different eigenmodes of different SOs are evident in the transmission spectrum, and therefore these modes can play the role of an SO signature. To establish this important point, we present the results for the systems that were described above (b) two identical SOs with \( n=3.0 \); (c) two SOs with \( n=3.0 \) and \( n=3.4 \), and (d) two SOs with \( n=3.0 \), and \( n=3.6 \) (all SOs have \( r=1 \) \( \mu m \)).

We want to emphasize that all three systems have at least one SO with \( n=3.0 \). If the eigenmodes are true signatures of the objects, we would expect that all three systems (b), (c) and (d) would have spectra that have the same common eigenmodes of the SO with \( n=3.0 \). Note that the spectra for the microring adjacent to a single SO with \( n=3.0 \) were shown in Figure 3 (right, 3rd row) with an eigenmode at \( f=192.2 \) THz. The mode appears both in the resonant mode spectrum of the microring, and in the transmission spectrum of the sensing system. Therefore, we expect to see the signature of the SO with \( r=1 \) \( \mu m \), \( n=3.0 \).

Figure 3: Light intensity in frequency-domain in microring sensor (R=10 \( \mu m \), \( d_R=1\mu m \), \( n=1.46 \)). First row: (left) intensity of light with frequency \( f=191 \) THz, (right) spectrum of normalized intensity inside cavity \( I_2 \) (red), and transmission \( T \) (purple). Second row: (left) light intensity \( f=192 \) THz, for a single SO with \( r=1 \) \( \mu m \), \( n=2.0 \), right: spectrum \( I_2 \) (blue), Transmission \( T \) (green). Third row: (left) light intensity \( f=192.2 \) THz (cavity detuned), for a single SO with \( r=1 \) \( \mu m \), \( n=3.0 \) (SO), \( I_2 \) (blue) and transmission \( T \) (green).

Figure 4: Light intensity in time-domain in microring sensor (R=10 \( \mu m \), \( d_R=1 \) \( \mu m \), \( n=1.46 \)). First row: light couple non-resonantly to SO (\( n=2.0 \)) having no eigenmodes close to the light frequencies (a) at time \( t=0.8 \) ps, and (b) at time \( t=2.4 \) ps. Second row: light couple resonantly to SO (\( n=1 \) \( \mu m \), \( n=3.0 \)) having eigenmodes close to the light frequencies (c) at time \( t=0.8 \) ps, and (d) at time \( t=2.4 \) ps.
respectively. Note that, besides the appearance of the eigenmodes of resonant mode spectra for the systems with SOs having \( n = 3.4 \) and \( n = 3.6 \), with light frequency at 188.6 THz and 194.4 THz which show up in the two SOs with \( n = 3.4 \) and \( n = 3.6 \) have eigenmodes that are resonant. The intensity (left figures in 3rd and 4th rows of Figure 7) clearly shows that THz of the common SO with \( r = 1 \) µm and \( n = 3.0 \). Furthermore, the light all three different configurations clearly show the eigenmode \( f = 192.2 \) THz which is resonant with an eigenmode of SO with \( n = 3.4 \) but not resonant with the other SO \( n = 3.0 \), and (d) light frequency \( f = 194.6 \) THz that is resonant with an eigenmode of two identical SO with \( n = 3.0 \) but not resonant with SO \( n = 3.0 \).

The results in Figure 7 also show the shifts of the resonant modes for the systems with SOs (spectra in the 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 4\textsuperscript{th} rows) compared with the system without SOs (first row).

We then go further to calculate the eigenmodes of the SOs that are considered in all three systems (b), (c) and (d). In order to make sure the eigenmodes of SOs (if they do exist) would behave the same as in the conditions of the microring sensor we run the FDTD simulation of the same pulse light coupled from a waveguide to the SOs, and calculate the relative intensity in the SOs. The spectrum of the relative intensity within a given SO will show the eigenmodes of the SO in the bandwidth of the light pulse. The eigenmodes will then be compared with the new modes in spectra of the microring sensors having the SOs adjacent to the microring.

The spectra in Figure 8 show the eigenmodes of the SOs with \( r = 1 \) µm, and \( n = 3.0, 3.4 \) and 3.6. Clearly, the SO with \( n = 3.4 \) has a strong resonant mode at 188.6 THz (blue curve), meanwhile the one with \( n = 3.0 \) has a strong resonant mode at \( f = 192.2 \) THz (red curve) and the SO with \( n = 3.6 \) has a strong resonant mode at 194.4 THZ. These eigenmodes appear as new modes in the transmission of the microring adjacent to those SOs as presented above in Figures 3 and 8 for both single SO and two SO systems, respectively. Therefore, the results in Figure 8 strongly confirm the most important result in this paper, as its eigenmode at 192.2 THz. In the following, the FDTD simulation results for those systems are presented as compared to the cavity without sensing objects; Figure 7 show the transmission spectra and resonant mode spectra for the microring without and with two SOs (all SOs have \( r = 1 \) µm) as described, for systems (b), (c) and (d). Remarkably, all three different configurations clearly show the eigenmode \( f = 192.2 \) THz of the common SO with \( r = 1 \) µm and \( n = 3.0 \). Furthermore, the light intensity (left figures in 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 4\textsuperscript{th} rows of Figure 7) clearly shows that the two SOs with \( n = 3.4 \) and 3.6 have eigenmodes that are resonant with light frequency at 188.6 THz and 194.4 THz which show up in resonant mode spectra for the systems with SOs having \( n = 3.4 \) and 3.6, respectively. Note that, besides the appearance of the eigenmodes of SOs, the results in Figure 7 also show the shifts of the resonant modes for the systems with SOs (spectra in the 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 4\textsuperscript{th} rows) compared with the system without SOs (first row).

The spectra in Figure 8 show the eigenmodes of the SOs with \( r = 1 \) µm, and \( n = 3.0, 3.4 \) and 3.6. Clearly, the SO with \( n = 3.4 \) has a strong resonant mode at 188.6 THz (blue curve), meanwhile the one with \( n = 3.0 \) has a strong resonant mode at \( f = 192.2 \) THz (red curve) and the SO with \( n = 3.6 \) has a strong resonant mode at 194.4 THZ. These eigenmodes appear as new modes in the transmission of the microring adjacent to those SOs as presented above in Figures 3 and 8 for both single SO and two SO systems, respectively. Therefore, the results in Figure 8 strongly confirm the most important result in this paper.
which is that the SO eigenmodes can be detected as the signatures in the microcavity transmission spectrum.

Note that Figure 8 also shows some other weak resonant modes in the SOs, for example the mode at 190.5 THz for the SO with n=3.6 (blue curve in Figure 8), but this mode overlaps with, and is dominated by a resonant mode of the microring at 190.8 THz, and therefore is not observed in the transmission spectrum as shown in Figure 7 (4th row). The SO with n = 3.6 has one other weak resonant mode at f=193 THz in Figure 7, which could still be detected as shown in Figure 7. That is because this mode does not overlap with a strong resonant mode of the microring. Note that the eigenmode at 192.2 THz of the SO with r=1 µm and n=3.0 (in this case a 2D perfect disk) has an intensity distribution that is not a perfect circle inside of the 2D SO (disk) as shown in the top of Figure 8. Meanwhile, the eigenmodes of the other two SOs with r=1 µm, n=3.4 and 3.6 at 186.8 THz and 194.4 THz are rounded distributions in the 2D SOs. That’s because in the case with n = 3.0, the light needs to optimize the optical path in the SO, which is a 2D-particle to have a resonant mode at that frequency. Meanwhile, for SOs with higher refractive index, the optical path around the circumference of the 2D particle is sufficient to establish resonant modes. The above results, both in frequency-domain and time-domain clearly show that the eigenmodes of the sensing objects are distinguishable depending on the optical parameters such as size, index etc. of the objects, and therefore they could be truly considered as the signatures of the SOs. The FDTD simulation shows that eigenmodes of sensing objects (SOs) at the micro-scale can be detected as SO signatures, and therefore provide more accurate and robust information on the objects. Thus, detecting eigenmodes as signatures of SOs with WGM micro-cavities affords a novel biosensing approach based on object recognition. Although the eigenmodes are signatures of the object, the modes that are excited would depend on the geometry between the “marker” and the microcresornt. In general, we should calculate the eigenmodes of the object in different orientations if the object has a complicated shape. In general, the smallest detectable object would be the smallest object that has at least one mode at the wavelength of measurement. For example, a disk having radius r and index n that can support a mode with wavelength \( \lambda \) can be estimated as \( 2\pi n r q / \lambda \), \( (q=1,2,3,...) \). If \( q=1 \), then the smallest size of the object is estimated as \( r=2\pi / 2\pi n \sim \lambda / 20 \). Note that, this, in turn, may depend upon the shape of the object, and it is not as simple a calculation for an arbitrary shape; nevertheless, this simple model provides a reasonable estimate as to the smallest detectable object for a given wavelength and refractive index.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we have numerically investigated microring sensing using the FDTD simulation method. As presented in this paper, the eigenmodes truly are signatures of the sensing objects that can be detected as new modes in the sensing spectra. Therefore, detecting the eigenmodes of sensing objects by WGM micro-cavities provides very accurate, fast and sensitive motif for small particle and biosensing, thus presenting a novel and straightforward approach for exploiting microcavity sensing. It is important to stress that besides the shifts of the resonant modes in the WGM sensors, the eigenmodes provide other important information for the objects, and therefore provide a more robust approach for analyzing the sensing results. Furthermore, the FDTD method can deal effectively with different shaped objects. In such complex cases, the FDTD simulation can accurately provide both the object’s eigenmodes and the shifts of WGM resonances, and therefore it has a unique capability to simulate WGM sensing in general, and especially microring sensors as presented in this paper.
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